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FADE IN:

EXT. BEACH – DAY

Three Polynesian people are digging out a two-hulled canoe 
while a fourth watches. The two hulls of the boat have a bird 
carved into one prow, and a crocodile in the other. The 
diggers are SABARAT, a female teenage woodworker; KAMALIR, an 
old sailor; and young SHISHI, a sailor.

Observing them is MATSA, chief of the navigator’s guild, an 
older man but still very fit.

In the distance are other boats in need of repair. Some are 
double-hulled canoes, some are single-hull canoes with one or 
two outriggers for stability. 

SUPERIMPOSE: Four thousand years ago

SUPERIMPOSE: An island north of Australia

A woman sees a child wading in the surf. 

WOMAN
Hey, boy! Pay attention!

BOY
What?

WOMAN
Look at all the bird running 
onshore. 

Birds are indeed scurrying out of the surf onto the beach. 

WOMAN (CONT'D)
When birds run to the beach, you 
run to the beach. Why?

BOY
I don't remember --

WOMAN
Look out there. 

Shark fins are running up and down the shoreline, very close 
to the sand. Then they move off. 

WOMAN (CONT'D)
Birds are smarter than you. They 
know when the sharks are hungry. 
Good, they're leaving. 



SABARAT
Tae tae! Shit!

Sabarat throws down a piece of obsidian.

KAMALIR
Sabarat! Let me see. You popped 
your blister again.

SABARAT
It’s those tiny little bits, making 
the pegs –

KAMALIR
I know. We need them to secure our 
oars in a storm, peg down the nets 
so we can catch fish on long 
journeys --

MATSA
Sabarat. Kamalir. Come here please.

They approach.

MATSA (CONT'D)
Is she a member of the guild?

KAMALIR
Of course not.

MATSA
(not unpleasantly)

If she’s not in the guild, why are 
you teaching her guild secrets? You 
teach her how to build the boat, 
not to sail it. She doesn’t need to 
know how to use the oars, how to 
rig the nets and sails. You haven’t 
taught her to read the stars, the 
Kaweinga?

KAMALIR
Of course not.

SABARAT
It was my fault.

MATSA
I know, you’re a child, always with 
the questions. There are reasons 
why we do things this way.

SABARAT
I know.
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MATSA
Go help your mother for today, 
you’re just wasting your time here. 
Shishi, go wash yourself and make 
your preparations.

SHISHI
You didn’t change your minds?

MATSA
We’re bringing you into the guild 
tonight. Tonight you learn 
everything.

A woman, NEKNEK, approaches with a handful of ash soap.

SABARAT
Ash soap! Yes, thank the Blue 
Mother! Time for a real bath!

We see Sabarat’s dress drop to the ground; she has dashed 
naked into the surf with her soap.

Kamalir sees that Shishi is watching her, and slaps his arm.

KAMALIR
Today is for purifying yourself for 
the guild, not watching naked 
girls.

Matsa pulls Kamalir aside. 

MATSA
We lost another fight today. 

KAMALIR
The tuna?

MATSA
Must be hundreds of tuna due north, 
near that shoal. We spent two days 
pulling them in, and then --

KAMALIR
The sharks came back?

MATSA
They are way too big. Big enough to 
sink our boats. This is like last 
year. A storm kicks up a lot of 
mud, the sharks hide in the cloudy 
water so they can surprise the 
tuna, then in a few weeks they move 
on. 
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KAMALIR
Sure, when they eat all the tuna. 
Neknek, I think you get that girl 
out of the water. Those sharks will 
come back. 

Neknek takes off at a run. 

EXT. SEASIDE VILLAGE – DAY

Sabarat enters the town, waving her inflamed hand.

The town has stone houses with thatched roofs and very low 
doorways which require a bit of crawling, and a few stilted 
houses in a lagoon. Pigs and chickens fuss in a pen; a dog 
gnaws on a bone.

There are lots and lots of people, in contrast to the eastern 
islands we will see later, islands whose existence these 
villagers don't believe in because few sailors had ever 
gotten out there alive. 

Women wear wraparound dresses bare at the shoulder; men wear 
something like it hanging from the waist.

A woman is being tattooed with a bone chisel; it is not her 
first tattoo. Another woman is weaving a blanket; Neknek is 
putting bits of fish in a clay pot.

NEKNEK
Tuna or oyster?

SABARAT
Tuna! I can’t manage the shells 
with this hand.

NEKNEK
Coconut or banana?

SABARAT
Banana. I got Kamalir in trouble 
again.

NEKNEK
Always talk talk talking. You keep 
your eye to your woodwork, you 
don’t get so many blisters.

SABARAT
I don’t go looking for trouble, it 
just –
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NEKNEK
You don't let Kamalir teach you the 
stars or the currents. Or you 
really see some trouble.

SABARAT
They pay a lot of attention to me. 
These old men don’t want to marry 
me?

NEKNEK
Sabarat, you are a very good boat 
builder. Maybe it's because you are 
a girl, you pay attention, the boys 
just want to fight and chase girls. 
Take care of your hands and mind 
your business, you can marry any 
man on the island.

SABARAT
I want fat babies.

A boy begins to play a slit drum.

NEKNEK
Everybody eat, and then guild 
meeting a midnight!

As the sun sets, dancing and clapping around a fire. A pig is 
roasting. 

EXT. CLEARING – NIGHT

Men, mostly old, welcome SHISHI to a small clearing with a 
little fire in the middle. The older men have multiple 
carvings of human forms hanging around their necks.

MATSA
Did you make a circle around the 
clearing?

SHISHI
I had to shoo Sabarat away. There’s 
no one listening.

MATSA
We’re all getting old, time to 
bring some new boys into the guild. 
You learn the winds, the currents, 
the sails, the boats, everything. 
And the one rule?
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SHISHI
Nothing we learn here can be passed 
outside the guild.

MATSA
If the mountain people learn our 
trade, the warriors, they learn to 
sail, and then they come kill us 
all, take our women, our villages.  
We don't keep secrets just because 
we like to whisper around fires.
First you learn the Kaweinga, the 
stars.

He points to the sky.

MATSA (CONT'D)
Find the snake, that’s north.
To the left see the two birds, they 
look like crosses, that’s east.
To the right are the two diamonds, 
that’s west.
Look in the sky, find the snake, 
the diamonds over there, the birds 
over there. Now the song, so you 
never forget.
Daya daya banua.
Galang galang sabarat.
Sular sular qamis lahud.
Layap layap bang timur.
You didn’t follow that?

SHISHI
Not a bit.

MATSA
Daya daya banua, here is the south, 
our home facing the sea.

SHISHI
There’s no star there.

MATSA
I know. That’s the trick.
Galang galang sabarat, two diamonds 
to where the western monsoon comes 
from.
Sular sular qamis lahud, the snake 
is seaward to the north.
Layap layap bang timur, the crosses 
are like birds flying, from the sea 
in the east.
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SHISHI
Sabarat, like the girl who makes 
the boats?

MATSA
Sabarat, the west wind. If you’re 
not careful, she takes you out to 
the east and you die.

SHISHI
To the east, the flower islands.

MATSA
Yes, flower islands, but after 
that, there’s nothing out there. A 
thousand miles of water, ten 
thousand. You fall asleep on watch, 
sail past the flower islands, you 
never come back.

SHISHI
Do we have a song for the islands 
too?

MATSA
Don’t need them. There is nothing 
to the east. To the west, there’s 
one island after another, you just 
follow the chain, and then you find 
the big islands and the great 
middle country.

SHISHI
And to the east?

MATSA
Nothing but water.

Behind a tree, Sabarat is listening. She gets up, wanders a 
bit deeper into the woods, and begins to whisper.

SABARAT
Daya daya banua.
Galang galang sabarat.
Sabarat, that’s me!

She smiles.

EXT. BEACH – NIGHT

Full moon. Slow march on the slit drum. A body is being put 
into a small funeral canoe. It slides into the water.
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Matsa approaches Sabarat.

MATSA
The sea takes another sailor. Much 
as I adore you, we need more boys. 
How’s the hand?

SABARAT
I’m an idiot.

MATSA
Full moon, you can see for miles. 
Look over at that hilltop.

Atop a nearby hill, the moon on his face, is SUMPIT, a young 
mountain warrior. He has feathers in his hair and a nasty 
looking knife. Sabarat shrieks.

MATSA (CONT'D)
Shh. Voices carry on flat water. So 
you see him?

SABARAT
Mountain warrior.

MATSA
You know our island has no coral 
out there, like the other islands.

SABARAT
So?

MATSA
That’s why we don’t have the flat 
land near the water. So when the 
mountain people want to come steal 
our food, they either climb those 
mountains, which they can’t really 
do, or they attack us in boats, 
which they can’t do because we 
never taught them to sail. We 
control the sea, we control the 
fish.

SABARAT
So?

MATSA
This is why we have the guild. Only 
the guild has the secrets. If that 
boy learns to sail, he comes right 
to our village. For you. You see, 
he’s already watching you.
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SABARAT
That’s why you don’t want me up on 
the ridge hunting.

EXT. FOREST – NIGHT

Sumpit is descending a wooded hill when he is surrounded by 
sailors; he slashes two and then is overpowered.

EXT. BEACH – NIGHT

Sabarat treats the wounded sailors while Sumpit is bound with 
rope. She looks at him, fascinated.

SABARAT
You hurt? I can patch you up.

SUMPIT
Hurt, by those sailors? Bunch of 
monkeys.

SABARAT
Bunch of monkeys who caught you. 
How many days since you ate?

She peels a banana and holds it up to him. He glares but then 
he eats.

SUMPIT
The flesh of your mother sticks 
between my teeth.

SABARAT
My mother is in her house romancing 
my father. You really eat people up 
there?

SUMPIT
When we’re not stealing your fish.

SABARAT
Would you like to eat me, or more 
banana?

SUMPIT
If you people would let us fish for 
ourselves, we wouldn’t need to 
steal.

SABARAT
Nobody needs to steal.
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SUMPIT
Everybody needs to eat.

EXT. BEACH – DAY

Kamalir and Sabarat tidy up their worksite.

KAMALIR
How’s the hand?

SABARAT
Fine.

KAMALIR
We’re finally done with this one. 
Got it loaded, water, oars, nets, 
sails.

SABARAT
Matsa is taking it out?

KAMALIR
See if this thing holds water like 
I told him.

She looks up at the hills.

SABARAT
Couple of trees went down. A lot of 
them.

KAMALIR
You saw that, did you? We’ve got 
rats.

SABARAT
Rats?

KAMALIR
Like big mice. You’d be surprised 
how much damage they can do. They 
take down the trees, and soon we 
don’t have birds to catch. Then we 
run out of trees, and we can’t make 
boats, so no fish either.

SABARAT
There must be a thousand trees, 
we’ll never run out.

KAMALIR
Let’s get this done before we lose 
the light.
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She begins to sing.

SABARAT
Daya daya banua.
Galang galang sabarat.
Sular sular qamis lahud.
Layap layap bang timur –

She stops. He is looking at her, shocked.

KAMALIR
Be glad it’s just me. Never sing 
that in the village, or the sailors 
will gut you like a fish. It’s a 
secret, where did you learn it?

She says nothing. They resume work. He begins to sing softly.

KAMALIR (CONT'D)
Daya daya banua.
Galang galang sabarat.

She smiles.

EXT. ROCKY COASTLINE – DAY

Neknek and Sabarat carry a massive, heavy jar along the 
coast, and wade into a cave which is ankle deep in water. 
They find a girl carving pictures of birds into the walls, 
and another painting fish. Outside, two canoes with two hill 
warriors each, feathers in their hair.

SABARAT
Did they see us?

NEKNEK
No. They’re not real sailors, they 
don’t know the shoreline.

SABARAT
Why couldn’t we give her a regular 
funeral?

NEKNEK
The hill warriors are desecrating 
our dead, we hide them in caves 
now. 

SABARAT
We barely made it. 
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NEKNEK
Soon the tide comes in and we 
drown. Come on girls, be ready to 
run.

SABARAT
The water is rising. The canoes are 
still out there!

NEKNEK
So we wait. Tomorrow, we get our 
boys out here.

EXT. ROCKY COASTLINE – DAY

Sailors slide two vessels into the water-filled cave. They 
begin unloading food supplies. Outside, two war canoes have 
arrived, with two hill warriors each.

SAILOR
If the hill people come, we can 
keep ten warriors ten days in here. 
Ready?

The sailors sail out in their two boats, paddling expertly, 
using the wind to maneuver around the two war canoes. One 
sailor spears a hill fighter, while another knocks the oars 
out of the hands of two other sailors.

SAILOR (CONT'D)
Good luck paddling home. Go back to 
the mountain. The sea is ours.

EXT. CLEARING – DAY

Sabarat is collecting firewood, singing softly.

SABARAT
Daya daya banua.
Galang galang sabarat.
Sular sular qamis lahud –

She hears a twig snap. An old sailor emerges from the trees.

OLD SAILOR
Hey!

SABARAT
Who’s there?

OLD SAILOR
Where did you learn that song?
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SABARAT
I was just –

OLD SAILOR
That is the Kaweinga. Sailors only! 
You come with me.

He grabs her by the wrist. 

EXT. VILLAGE – DAY

Sailors surround Sabarat. Neknek approaches but is shooed 
away. 

OLD SAILOR
She was singing it in the woods. 
The Kaweinga.

SABARAT
I don’t know where I heard it –

OLD SAILOR
Someone taught it to you. A sailor.

SAILOR
Wait, I saw her feeding that hill 
warrior.

OLD SAILOR
You were going to teach him the 
star song.

SAILOR
Did you fall in love with this boy? 
The man who eats man flesh?

NEKNEK
Please, she’s a child –

OLD SAILOR
She’s going to get us all killed 
while we sleep. Put her in the pen 
with her warrior friend. And put 
Kamalir in there too. And Shishi. 
Tomorrow we will find out who 
taught her.

INT. BAMBOO CAGE – NIGHT

Kamalir and Shishi have been brought to the cage, where 
Sabarat and Sumpit are already being kept.
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SABARAT
Kamalir, I’m sorry, I’m so sorry –

SHISHI 
What did you tell them?

SABARAT
I didn’t tell them anything!

SHISHI 
Why am I here?

SABARAT
I was singing that song. I was in 
the forest, I thought I was alone. 
What are they going to do to me?

KAMALIR 
They put you in the cage with the 
hill warrior. What does that tell 
you?

SABARAT
Why are you here?

KAMALIR 
They think we taught you the song.

SABARAT
But who will build their boats if 
they – no no no –

KAMALIR 
We’re not cooked yet. When they 
tossed me in this cage, they forgot 
one thing.

SABARAT
What’s that?

KAMALIR 
I built the cage. We need to leave 
the island.

SABARAT
How?

KAMALIR 
How do you think? We built that 
boat, it’s ready to go, we sail for 
the flower islands.
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SABARAT
Won’t they just give us back to 
Matsa?

KAMALIR 
One thing at a time.

SABARAT
It’s still early spring, storm 
season isn’t over yet.

SHISHI 
Then you should have waited until 
summer to sing that bloody song!

SABARAT
I don’t want to leave, this is my 
home –

KAMALIR 
Not anymore.

SUMPIT
Please, take me with you!

KAMALIR 
You boys have been hunting our 
people for two hundred years. 
Matsa’s going to sacrifice you 
tomorrow. Shame I’m going to miss 
it.

SUMPIT
I never wanted to be a soldier. I 
want to sail.

KAMALIR 
You can sail in the land of the 
dead.

SHISHI
You can’t sail with only two 
sailors!

KAMALIR 
I’ve got the girl.

SABARAT
I’m not a sailor! He’s right.

SHISHI
Matsa’s right, you fell in love, 
didn’t you?
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SABARAT
Teach him to sail. If he doesn’t 
get squared away, we use him to 
feed the fish. You are the captain, 
but I sleep with the ship’s knife.

EXT. BEACH – NIGHT

The four escapees run to the newly-built boat.

SHISHI
This is as high as the tide is 
going to get. The sun will be 
coming up soon.

KAMALIR
Shishi, take that boy and grab the 
portside hull. Girl, you come with 
me to starboard.

Laboriously they manhandle the boat into the water. They hop 
in; Sumpit struggles a bit.

KAMALIR (CONT'D)
I know you’re not a sailor, can you 
at least get onboard without 
breaking your neck?

Noises in the trees. They row madly, and get a bit of help 
from the waves. Soon they are fifty yards out to sea. 

KAMALIR (CONT'D)
Grab your oars, let’s get out of 
here. Not a sound!

Seven sailors rush into the beach.

SAILOR
Come back!

SECOND SAILOR
We’re coming after you, there’s no 
place to hide!

SABARAT
Do they have spears or bows?

SHISHI
No, we surprised them.

KAMALIR
Yes, because no one would ever do 
something this insane.
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SHISHI
Why are we going east? Once we pass 
the flower island, there is nothing 
out there. Nothing but the Great 
Blue Mother. 

KAMALIR
If we go west, they find us. So we 
go east. 

SHISHI
But there's nothing out there. 
Matsa told me the night they 
brought me into the guild. They 
sent so many boats to the east. No 
one every returned. Boats, whole 
families, lost. 

EXT. SEA – NIGHT

Kamalir, Sabarat, Sumpit and Shishi sail down the coast at 
full moon. They approach a cove with a crooked tree rising 
out of a tiny spit.

SHISHI
With this moon, they find us for 
sure!

Not far behind them, a shark’s fin.

SABARAT
Should I be worried that there’s a 
shark back there?

KAMALIR
No, the shark will never follow 
where we’re going.

SABARAT
Why not –

SHISHI
No no no no! It’s the crooked tree! 
You took us to the Cove!

KAMALIR
The other boats will never look for 
us here.

SHISHI
Because we’re going to die!
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KAMALIR
Shh! You see the bird?

SHISHI
On the crooked tree?

KAMALIR
Wait for it.

A bird has landed on a low branch of the crooked tree. It 
warbles once, twice, a third time.

KAMALIR (CONT'D)
It’s suppertime.

They wait. Suddenly a fifteen-foot crocodile leaps out of the 
water and grabs the bird. The bird squawks and is devoured. 
The crocodile slides back into the water with a splash. 
Sabarat emits a spectacular scream.

KAMALIR (CONT'D)
You saw the big long head? That’s a 
sea crocodile. It can eat river 
crocodiles. And water buffaloes. 

SHISHI
That’s why the shark ran away.

SABARAT
Do they attack boats?

KAMALIR
The stories I could tell.

SHISHI
You got tae tae for brains, why are 
we here?

KAMALIR
Because the guild won’t follow us 
here.

SUMPIT
Look!

More crocodiles slide into the water.

KAMALIR
Everybody grab your paddles, let’s 
get out to sea.

SABARAT
How fast can they swim?
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KAMALIR
Fast enough. Keep your arms close 
to the side of the boat.

SABARAT
Tae tae! I’ve never rowed a boat 
before.

KAMALIR
Figure it out!

They get out to sea a bit, and then a massive storm hits.

KAMALIR (CONT'D)
We’re in luck, we can head offshore 
and the boats won’t see us.

SUMPIT
Of course they won’t see us if we 
sink!

KAMALIR
Stop yammering and stow your gear.

SUMPIT
Do what?

KAMALIR
Get your oar down there so we don’t 
lose it, and tie that rope right 
there – oh move. Shishi, point us 
out to sea.

Kamalir and Shishi paddle round until the boat is pointed 
into the wind.

KAMALIR (CONT'D)
Everybody get down low, we’ll just 
ride it out.

EXT. SEA – NIGHT

The boat crosses the sea. Kamalir fiddles with the sail, 
Shishi with the gear in the boat. Sumpit is vomiting into the 
water.

KAMALIR
Right, it’s midnight, show me the 
stars.

SABARAT
I see the crosses, the two birds –
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KAMALIR
Good.

SABARAT
And over there, I can see one of 
the two diamonds.

KAMALIR
Can you see the snake?

SABARAT
It just looks like a bunch of dots 
to me.

KAMALIR
The snake, it’s the biggest 
constellation in the sky.

SABARAT
There’s a dark spot in the middle 
of it –

KAMALIR
You’re right. Use your head, what 
does it mean?

SABARAT
Clouds. No no, they’re coming in 
very fast, what do we do?

KAMALIR
Shishi, show her how to rig the 
sailcloth to catch the rain.

Shishi pulls out a cloth and ties it to three poles. He pulls 
out a large bladder. Rain begins to fall.

SHISHI 
The best kind of rain. Enough to 
fill up the bag, not enough to blow 
us over. 

KAMALIR
The trick is, don’t drink it right 
away, the cloth is all salty. Wash 
the cloth clean, and then fill the 
bladder.

A bit of water runs off. They both drink from the stream of 
water pouring off the cloth, and then put the bladder under 
it.
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KAMALIR (CONT'D)
Use the pot too. See? Every day we 
teach, every day we learn. Shishi, 
take us further out to sea, away 
from the route to the flower 
islands, they won’t look for us 
there.

The sea begins to heave up and down, a lot. 

KAMALIR (CONT'D)
Did we secure everything?

SHISHI
If we work the current right, we 
can make a hundred miles a day. 

SABARAT
What if they don’t let us stay? 
Flower island?

KAMALIR
I don’t know. We can’t go back 
home. We’re teaching a hill warrior 
to sail, they’ll kill us. And we 
have another problem.

SABARAT
What?

KAMALIR
The whole way, we're sailing into 
the wind. It may be like that the 
whole way across. 

SABARAT
Into the wind the whole way? What 
do we do?

KAMALIR
We need to tack back and forth, 
zigzag, holding our sail close to 
the center line. So it's going to 
take us longer to get anywhere. And 
there will be a lot of rowing, so 
more blisters for you. 

SABARAT
But then when we come home, it will 
be easy, like sliding downhill. 

KAMALIR
If we survive the journey east. 
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EXT. SEA – DAY

The boat is moving swiftly. Sumpit is in the port hull while 
the other three are to starboard.

KAMALIR
Get moving, we need to trim the 
sail, catch this wind!

SUMPIT
I can’t!

SHISHI
You just run across that boom and 
get over here!

SUMPIT
I can’t, I’ll fall in!

KAMALIR
You see these big swells, running 
to the east? That’s like a gift 
from the mother. You ride those 
swells because they move straight 
even when the wind doesn’t.

SHISHI
And they’re even going the way we 
want to go, so we don’t need to 
keep zigzagging to find the wind.

KAMALIR
Shishi, you tell me the direction, 
the speed and the time. Sabarat, 
you tell me the current and the 
wind. Tomorrow you switch.

SABARAT
Tae tae!

KAMALIR
You, brave warrior, you jump when 
captain says jump.

Sumpit jumps. Sabarat claps and grasps his arm.

KAMALIR (CONT'D)
Now climb the mast and look for 
land.

SUMPIT
What??
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EXT. SEA – DAY

The sun is rising.

KAMALIR
You see these swells in front of 
us?

SABARAT
They’re like hills.

KAMALIR
This is different from the sea 
swells. This is an island swell. 
There is an island chain close by, 
it’s fighting the current.
So we get a rough ride, but then we 
find land.

SABARAT
What if they want to kill us and 
eat us?

KAMALIR
Drop the net, let’s catch a big 
fish. Like a good guest.

SABARAT
Sweet Blue Mother, do you smell it? 

KAMALIR
Smell -- you're right. 

SABARAT
I can smell flowers. It really is 
flower island. We must be close. 
And downwind. Grab your oars!

EXT. BEACH – DAY

SUPERIMPOSE: Solomon Islands

The boat approaches an island. A few natives appear, 
including a fisherman named BUBU. In the Solomon Islands, as 
in New Caledonia and Fiji later in the story, some of the 
natives have African-looking features with blond hair.

The boat crew beaches their boat, and Sabarat hops out first, 
carrying a small tuna which she offers to Bubu. Bubu takes 
out a bone knife and immediately slices the fish into strips, 
which the five of them eat raw.
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SABARAT
Today the Blue Mother lets us land, 
tomorrow she takes us back. 

KAMALIR
We come from the western island, 
the sailors of the guild. We call 
this place flower island.

BUBU
To us it’s just home.

KAMALIR
Back home they say this is the last 
place to find people. Everywhere to 
the east is just water.

BUBU
No. More islands out there.

SHISHI
With people?

BUBU
A few. Runaways like you.

SHISHI
How do you know we’re runaways?

BUBU
You have a two sailors who don’t 
know a boat, and a girl. The guild 
would never put a crew like you in 
the water. You stole this boat.

KAMALIR
I built this boat.

BUBU
There are more islands out there. 
You go find them. The guild will 
come after you here. I don’t want 
them to be angry with me.

SABARAT
You won’t help us?

BUBU
I let you fill up with water. You 
don’t tell anyone you were here. 
You sleep tonight, sail tomorrow.

KAMALIR
So is there an island nearby?
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BUBU
Nine, ten days you go south, that 
way, you find penis island.

SABARAT
What?

BUBU
They wear the koteka on their – 
well, you’ll see. Not fit to tell a 
young girl. You should be home.

Some natives run into the woods, luring birds will calls and 
trapping them in nets. 

EXT. SEA – DAY

The boat has left the island; onshore are Bubu and five other 
men, all with spears. It is not a fond farewell.

SHISHI
At least they let us go. They 
didn’t kill us in our sleep.

SABARAT
If we find more people out here, we 
need to lie to them about where we 
came from.

SUMPIT
We won’t find anymore people out 
here.

KAMALIR
Shishi, this wind is killing us, 
start zigzagging so we can move 
forward. Warrior boy, can you catch 
us a fish with the net yet?

SABARAT
I can help.

KAMALIR
You go to sleep. Tonight at 
midnight, read the stars again. 
Find the damn snake this time, it’s 
in the same place every night.

EXT. SEA - NIGHT

A storm is raging. Huge seas. Kamalir handles the rudder.
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KAMALIR 
Drop the sail, secure everything! 
Let's just ride it out. 

SABARAT
We can't hear you!

They slide down a huge wave. Sabarat screams. 

KAMALIR
Everybody grab onto something!

Sabarat stumbles and grabs his arm. 

KAMALIR (CONT'D)
NOT ME!

She hops down into the starboard hull. They look at each 
other; she is embarrassed. 

KAMALIR (CONT'D)
Some sailor you are. Grab your oar, 
reverse, turn us around. 

Sumpit laughs and Sabarat smiles. 

SABARAT
Shut up and row!

EXT. SEA – DAY

The sun is rising. Kamalir and Shishi are rowing in the port 
hull, Sumpit and Sabarat to starboard.

KAMALIR
Right, all stop. Stow your oars. 
You, Sumpit. You’re a murdering 
cutthroat but I must say you have 
the arms of a sailor, stronger than 
me. You stick with the girl, 
starboard, I work portside with the 
boy. Girl, when we get the wind, 
you take the rudder.

SUMPIT
Can we stop?

KAMALIR
One more thing. We want to turn in 
a hurry, what do we do? We want to 
steer right, you and the girl, 
switch round, row toward the stern. 
Let’s try it.
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Sabarat and Sumpit turn to face aft and they all row. The 
boat turns.

KAMALIR (CONT'D)
Keep coming round until we’re 
facing east again.

They do.

KAMALIR (CONT'D)
If anybody falls overboard, don’t 
wait – grab your oars. If the 
floater is on your side, flip round 
and row to him. Right, look down in 
your hull, everything that isn’t 
secured can go overboard in a 
storm.

He guts a fish and slices it into strips, which the crew 
devours raw.

EXT. BEACH – DAY

SUPERIMPOSE: New Caledonia

The crew slides the boat onshore and disembarks, Sabarat 
again with a smaller fish.

SUMPIT
At least I caught a fish.

SHISHI
That’s not a fish, that’s bait. I 
hope they don’t kill us.

Four sailors emerge from the trees wearing penis gourds. Yes, 
this was a real thing, a hollow, long gourd that covers the 
penis and is tied on with cord.

SABARAT
Blue Mother, save me!

KAMALIR
You never saw one before?

SABARAT
Not like that. That can’t be real –

SUMPIT
I got one just like it.

SABARAT
Tae tae, you lie.
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A sailor approaches Sabarat.

SAILOR
You take fish to our chief. First, 
you put on koteka.

He hands her a penis gourd.

SABARAT
I really, really have no use for 
one.

SAILOR
You put on.

SABARAT
I’m a girl, see? Susu!

She points to her breasts.

SAILOR
You put on koteka, give chief the 
fish.

Two more sailors emerge. Their leader, SULAR the Snake, waits 
while the other newcomer rolls out a log for him to sit on. 
The locals all wear gourds.

Sabarat straps on the gourd; Sumpit tries not to laugh.

SABARAT
Shove it in your basket! See, now I 
have bigger tool that you.

SULAR
How many babies you have? Anak?

SABARAT
No babies.

SULAR
But you are a girl.

SABARAT
Yes.

SULAR
There are only a few of us here. 
Nobody comes here except sometimes 
pirates. If you’re not pirates, 
you’re going to be attacked by 
pirates. Two nights, and you leave. 
Tell no one we helped you. Tell my 
wife to bring food!
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A roasted pig arrives.

SHISHI
So are there more islands out here?

SULAR
If you want to keep going east, 
away from the guild, go to Fiji.

SHISHI
We’ve never heard of it. They told 
us there were no more islands out 
here.

SULAR
You look for Fiji, you head back 
northeast, nine days. What you want 
to do, is miss Fiji to the east. 
Out there are a dozen little 
islands, that’s how you know you’re 
close. Then swing back west, 
upwind.

SABARAT
Thank you for the food.

SULAR
We bring water for your boat. You 
can take that thing off.

SABARAT
The gourd is for ceremony, for 
dinner with the chief?

SULAR
No, the sailors were just playing a 
joke on you.

SABARAT
Two days. Then goodbye to penis 
island.

Later, the natives line the beach, watching a gecko race. At 
the end of the beach is a native with a basket. 

SULAR
Two boys geckos race, girl gecko in 
the basket. 

NATIVE
My boy hasn't lost a race yet!
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SABARAT
I'm betting on the other one - give 
you a fish if you win!

KAMALIR
The girl's crazy, she will gamble 
on anything. Back home she bet a 
fish on which centipede had more 
legs. 

The race begins! And is over quickly. Sabarat laughs and 
kisses the winning gecko owner. 

EXT. BEACH - NIGHT

Kamalir and Sabarat watch a terrifying storm lash the coast. 

KAMALIR
I think after this storm we leave. 

SABARAT
Why?

KAMALIR
These storms don't travel in packs. 
After this one blows through, we 
get sunny days. Might even get the 
wind behind us for a change. 

EXT. SEA - DAY

Our four heroes are at sea. Sumpit has his own penis gourd 
strapped on. The sky clouds over quickly and rain comes down.

SHISHI
Why is it raining now, we just 
loaded up with water!

The wind picks up and the waves become massive. Shishi begins 
bailing water out of one hull and tosses the bucket to Sumpit 
who does the same in the other.

KAMALIR
We need to bring down the sail, the 
mast is bending like a sapling –

And the mast cracks. The top of it begins to tilt.

SHISHI
Tae tae!
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EXT. SEA – DAY

The sun is out and Kamalir is trying to repair the mast with 
fishing spears and a rope. The sail is hanging more limply 
than before.

SHISHI
If the penis people are right, we 
are only two days from Fiji.

KAMALIR
Forget trying to find the little 
islands, let’s go straight for the 
big one.

SHISHI
What if we miss it?

KAMALIR
We need to gamble. Because we’re 
going to be rowing. Everybody, out 
with the oars!

EXT. SEA – DAY

Our crew is rowing, exhausted.

KAMALIR
Boy, get up there, see what you can 
find.

SUMPIT
I can’t climb that mast, it will 
fall right over.

SABARAT
I think I see shallow water over 
there, look at the color.

SHISHI
One more push, we may be in luck!

Slowly, an island comes into view.

SHISHI (CONT'D)
This is it! Fiji! We can’t get 
thrown off this island, we need to 
stay long enough for Sabarat to 
make a new mast. Everybody behave. 

SABARAT
What if they shoo us off?
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SHISHI
We die.

SABARAT
Just tell them we were blown off 
course.

SHISHI
Two thousand miles off course?

EXT. BEACH - NIGHT

The crew manhandles the boat onto the beach. 

SABARAT
The Blue Mother lets us land again. 
Someday she calls us home. 

EXT. BEACH – DAY

Our four sailors are working wood with a Fijian sailor named 
SIKAN the Fish.

SIKAN
Remember our trade. After we help 
you build your mast, you tell us 
how to find our way back to the 
west. We only have a few people 
here and it’s been a long time 
since we sailed here.

SHISHI
You trust us, then?

SIKAN
No, I save the best gift for last. 
Once you teach us, I give you ash 
soap.

SABARAT
Thank the Blue Mother! I smell like 
rotting skate fish.

KAMALIR
Right, let’s get this mast up. 
Shishi!

They erect the mast and it stays fast on the second try.

SABARAT
I finally figured it out. Why this 
island is so different.
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KAMALIR
What is it?

SABARAT
It's so quiet. They don't have 
birds here. Just a few. 

KAMALIR
How would birds get here? We're off 
the edge of the world. 

Note: the islands we encounter from here until Tahiti have a 
lot fewer people that Sabarat's home island. At this time, 
the sailors in Sabarat's village didn't even know these 
islands were here: if they were more populated, word would 
have gotten back to the west. And later when they see 
Pitcairn Island and Easter Island, there is no one there at 
all. 

EXT. CLEARING – NIGHT

The crew confers with Sikan. 

SIKAN
So the last big hop to the west is 
another seven days?

KAMALIR
Yes, even with the winds. Now, can 
you tell us if there is anything to 
the east? Or is Fiji as far as it 
goes?

SIKAN
You have two choices. Go down south 
to Tonga, or up north to Samoa. 
There are one or two people on 
both. Careful, though, they steal 
boats. 

KAMALIR
I think our luck is about to run 
out. Which one is easier to find?

SIKAN
To find Tonga, it’s a long chain of 
islands sitting on an underwater 
ridge, like spikes on the back of a 
lizard. The ridge blocks the 
currents, the seas are gigantic, 
dangerous. 

(MORE)
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Follow the eastern current until 
you see the ridge, but don’t go 
into it or you never come out. Turn 
south, you find the big island, 
Tonga.

SHISHI
Don’t like the sound of that one, 
especially with a new mast. How 
about, what was it, Soma?

SIKAN
Samoa. To find it, get up to the 
top of your mast and look out. 
Samoa has a mountain, Silisili, a 
mile high. That’s the western 
island, but you want the eastern 
island.

SHISHI
Why?

SIKAN
Silisili is a volcano. You have 
angered the gods, don’t go looking 
for more trouble.

SABARAT
Which one do we pick?

SHISHI
Which way is the wind blowing?

SABARAT
Here, give me my soap.

Sabarat walks down to the shoreline and sniffs the air. She 
smiles.

SABARAT (CONT'D)
Wind from the south. Let’s go up to 
this Samoa place. Time for a bath!

We see her dress, shucked and on the ground. And then we see 
her out in the water, rubbing soap in her hair.

KAMALIR
All three of us take baths too, we 
smell like dead men.

SHISHI
Now?

SIKAN (CONT'D)
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SUMPIT
No! Let her finish.

Sabarat begins to sing the daya daya song.

EXT. BEACH - NIGHT

A storm is raging. Sabarat wakes up Kamalir.

SABARAT
Kamalir!

KAMALIR
Why are you awake!

SABARAT
The storm is riding right up the 
beach, toward the ship!

The four crewmen run to the beach and see that the boat is 
indeed a few feet deep in water, beginning to come loose. 
They begin to shove it up the beach. Locals come to help. 

KAMALIR
This is my fault. Sabarat, take the 
first watch. Shishi, relieve her at 
midnight. 

EXT. SEA – DAY

Shishi teaches knots to Sabarat while Kamalir and Sumpit row. 

SHISHI
Whip the end so it doesn’t come 
apart, and then tomorrow we splice 
the new line together. You got that 
sheet?

SABARAT
Think so.

SHISHI
Two ropes here. At the top, the 
halyard, keeps the sail up. But the 
important one is the sheet, down 
here, tie off the end to the side 
opposite the wind.

SABARAT
The wind is all over the place.
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SHISHI
I know. These waters are different 
from back home.

The boat is making good time when Sumpit drops his oar in the 
water.

SHISHI (CONT'D)
Go get it!

SUMPIT
The sea is too choppy! There may be 
sharks!

KAMALIR
That’s the rule, you drop it, you 
fetch it. Shishi, drop the sail and 
let’s turn her around. Don’t you 
drop your oar too.

SUMPIT
Maybe I can reach it –

Kamalir flips Sumpit overboard. Sumpit disappears, splutters 
to the surface.

SHISHI
Tae tae, look behind you!

Sumpit laboriously swims to the oar, and then slowly swims 
one-handed to the boat. Kamalir snatches the oar out of 
Sumpit’s hand and lets him struggle into the boat by himself.

KAMALIR
And what did we learn today? If we 
don’t have our oars we die! Shishi, 
swing us north, there may be better 
winds up there anyway.

EXT. BEACH – DAY

Our crew has landed on Samoa. A sailor named SHANKUT greets 
them.

SABARAT
This is Samoa?

SHANKUT
This is Samoa. Girl, how many 
babies you got? Anak?

SABARAT
None.
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SHANKUT
I am looking to buy third wife. 

SUMPIT
You want to buy her??

SHANKUT
Buy the girl, yes. Can she cook?

KAMALIR
Not very well. 

SABARAT
Hey!

SHANKUT
I can pay two pigs. 

KAMALIR
What would I do with a pig on a 
boat? Anyway she's got to be worth 
three, four pigs. 

SABARAT
Oh my great Blue Mother!

Sumpit stands, angry. 

KAMALIR
Sit down, boy. I won't sell her, 
but she can sing the star song for 
you. 

SABARAT
I'm not -- 

KAMALIR
I think he was just flattering you. 
So what is to the east? We were 
told there's nothing there. 

SHANKUT
There are two really nice islands 
over to the east. Tahiti and Bora 
Bora. Tahiti is the one without all 
the sharks.

SABARAT
I’ll take that one.

SHANKUT
Tahiti. Long way off, but a lot of 
islands along the way. The chain of 
islands, they run west to east. 

(MORE)
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You need to miss the chain on 
purpose, go north of them. Then on 
the tenth day, you turn south and 
find the chain. That way you can’t 
miss the chain on the wrong side, 
and you know you’re to the west of 
Tahiti, not the east. Nothing worse 
than going east east east and then 
finding out Tahiti is behind you. 
You can die that way.

SABARAT
You made this trip?

SHANKUT
Twice.

SABARAT
That’s all?

SHANKUT
You think they moved the island? 

He gestures with his hands. 

SHANKUT (CONT'D)
Trust me, you go over, then down on 
the tenth day, and then over. Oh, 
and don’t let the girl meet the 
chief.

SUMPIT
Why, is he going to try to buy her 
too?

SHANKUT
Trust me. You're sure she's not for 
sale?

SUMPIT
NO!

KAMALIR
I'm afraid not. Sing the song, 
girl. 

Irritated, she does. 

Later she crosses to Kamalir. 

SABARAT
Four pigs?

SHANKUT (CONT'D)
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KAMALIR
You know I'd never sell --

SABARAT
No, I don't know any such thing. 
Third wife. What's the matter with 
his other two wives?

KAMALIR
They died. It wasn't a lack of 
respect for you. He's all alone. Be 
nice to him when we leave. 

SABARAT
I saw that there is hardly anyone 
here. 

KAMALIR
Yes, just a few families. Thieves 
and pirates, and the children of 
thieves and pirates. We're at the 
end of the world. 

SABARAT
You said that on flower island. 

A boy approaches. 

SABARAT (CONT'D)
On Fiji they say you eat worms 
here. 

BOY
We don't eat worms today! We do 
that in the fall when they're ripe!

EXT. SEA – DAY

Kamalir watches Sumpit fishing. Sumpit has something big in 
the net. A shark suddenly swims by. 

KAMALIR
Pull in your net, quick!

SUMPIT
Not sure I got hold of it --

KAMALIR
Bring it in!

Sumpit pulls in the net: it's a small tuna. Instantly the 
approaching shark leaps out of the water and bumps the boat. 
Sabarat screams. The tuna thrashes madly. 
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KAMALIR (CONT'D)
We just stole his dinner. 

SUMPIT
I can give it back. 

KAMALIR
Every shark around saw all the 
splashing. Tae tae, here they come. 

More fins in the water. Two sharks bump the boat and one 
leaps out of the water. Tuna still thrashing; Sumpit 
struggles with it. 

KAMALIR (CONT'D)
They travel in packs. 

SUMPIT
I would be glad to give the fish 
back. 

KAMALIR
Tae tae on you. You catch it, we 
eat it. 

Kamalir picks up a wooden bat and beats the tuna until it 
stops moving. 

KAMALIR (CONT'D)
The tuna. Big, strong, fast. 

The boat is ringed by blowholes and fins: sharks are 
everywhere, and now two whales.

SUMPIT
Did our boat get smaller, or did 
the fish all get bigger?

SABARAT
Are the whales hunting the sharks, 
or the other way around?

SHISHI
There must be lots of food down 
there, the whales and sharks are 
fighting over their dinner.

SABARAT
They all seem like they’re in a 
nasty mood. Do sharks attack boats?

KAMALIR
Only the big ones.
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SABARAT
Do whales attack boats?

KAMALIR
Yes.

Sabarat slides her arm into Sumpit’s.

SABARAT
Sorry. I’m terrified of sharks.

SUMPIT
What do we do?

KAMALIR
Drop the sail, be perfectly quiet, 
hold still.

SUMPIT
Here, eat your fish.

She does.

SABARAT
Oh, yes. Get me more tuna. 

EXT. SEA - DAY

It's raining. Kamalir sleeps. Shishi sits at the bow. Sabarat 
and Sumpit try to sleep in their hull. 

SABARAT
Hey, cannibal.

SUMPIT
What?

SABARAT
Shhh. They're asleep. 

SUMPIT
What do you want?

SABARAT
Come over here. 

SUMPIT
Kamalir will kill me. I don't want 
trouble. 

SABARAT
It's raining and I'm freezing. I 
can't sleep. 
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The boat slams down from atop a big wave. Sumpit slides up 
toward her and they curl up together. 

SABARAT (CONT'D)
Thank the Blue Mother. I keep 
getting rain in my eyes, my nose. 

SUMPIT
You wanted to be a sailor. Serves 
you right. 

SABARAT
And what did you want to be? Great 
warrior, kill people and eat them?

SUMPIT
We don't really eat people. It's a 
show we put on, to scare people. 

SABARAT
You're not much of a warrior. We 
caught you easy. 

SUMPIT
They sent me to spy on your town as 
punishment. 

SABARAT
Punishment?

SUMPIT
In winter we crossed the island to 
raid a village. We were just there 
to steal some pigs and chickens, 
everyone was starving. But the 
chief's son attacked a girl. 

SABARAT
You hill people do things like that 
all the time. 

SUMPIT
I don't. First I get into a mess 
with the chief's son, then the 
chief. They send me on the suicide 
patrol. And here I am. 

SABARAT
Sleeping with a girl. 

SUMPIT
And I can't do a thing about it. 
It's torture. 
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SABARAT
I know you like I know fish. You 
want to make babies with me. All 
alone on this boat with this girl. 

SUMPIT
What am I supposed to say to that? 
Yes, yes, I want to jump on you 
like a pig right now? Or no, no, I 
would rather die, you stink like a 
skate fish?

SABARAT
Maybe something in the middle 
wouldn't be completely disgusting. 

SUMPIT
I think that guild of yours would 
stop you. 

SABARAT
No women on boats. No romance on 
boats. It's a rule. Now I know why. 
You really stink. 

SUMPIT
So do you. I'd pay a lot of pigs 
for you. 

EXT. SEA – DAY

The boat approaches Tahiti. Sabarat lays inside a hull, 
exhausted.

SABARAT
Kamalir, I’m sorry. I get up every 
night at midnight to read the 
stars, I eat nothing but fish, I’m 
done in.

SHISHI
Look at that big one!

SABARAT
The island?

SHISHI
Bigger than all the rest, it must 
be Tahiti.
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EXT. BEACH – DAY

A sailor, ANAVAI, approaches them.

SUMPIT
They said don’t let the girl near 
the chief.

SABARAT
Did they say why? Is this Tahiti?

ANAVAI
Tahiti, yes. You must all come to 
the clearing, in the presence of 
the chief.

SABARAT
All of us?

ANAVAI
Chief says, Ari Rahi, son of the 
gods. You must call him Manu. And 
your heart must be bare before him. 
Your dress.

SABARAT
No no no –

SUMPIT
This is why they say to keep her 
away –

SABARAT
Let’s just get it over with.

Sabarat drops her dress, leaving her in a loincloth; she 
crosses her arms over her chest, holding her dress firmly in 
one fist. They all enter a clearing and find MANU, an older 
man but strong, wearing flowers, a red wraparound skirt, and 
formidable tattoos.

MANU
You brought a girl all this way? Is 
this your wife?

SABARAT
No, a sailor.

MANU
You lie. Girl, how many anak? 
Babies?

SABARAT
No babies.
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He takes her dress from her.

MANU
This is a rag.

SABARAT
We’ve been at sea since spring.

MANU
Anavai, tell my wife to give her a 
new dress. Give them what they 
need.

Manu leaves. A pregnant girl, PAJAY, arrives with a dress; 
she is in awe of Sabarat. Sabarat slides into her new dress.

PAJAY
The dress was stolen but it's in 
good shape. I can't fit into this 
one. The old goat put a baby in me. 
It brought me luck, maybe it's 
lucky for you too!

SABARAT
You mean the dress could get me 
pregnant. Sumpit, maybe you don't 
sleep in the hull with me tomorrow. 

SUMPIT
I don't think the magic works that 
way. 

SABARAT
Could we have a net and a spear for 
fishing? And a new water bladder?

ANAVAI
We don't have much here but we try.

SABARAT
Could we have something to eat? 
Anything besides raw fish?

ANAVAI
Right now there is plenty. There 
were only a few dozen of us, 
criminals, mutineers, came from 
flower island. 

The girl has brought cooked sweet potatoes.

SABARAT
These are wonderful. We’ve never 
seen them.
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ANAVAI
That’s because you live in the 
west. These come from great shore 
of the east.

SABARAT
The great – what?

ANAVAI
A great country, a thousand miles 
long. First you find whale island, 
then bird island, then the great 
shore. Many days in the boat.

SABARAT
See? We need to keep going. There 
is more land. Here’s the proof 
right here.

SHISHI
This is all a dream in your head --

SUMPIT
Ayya. Why don't you listen to the 
girl? She has bigger balls than you 
do. 

Kamalir looks at Sumpit, and then at Sabarat. Shishi crosses 
to Kamalir. 

SHISHI
I could go back home tomorrow. The 
guild would take me back, I didn't 
do anything wrong. 

KAMALIR
You want to leave me with the girl 
and the cannibal?

SHISHI
When do we get to stop?

SABARAT
The Blue Mother lets us land today, 
tomorrow she takes us back. If 
you're afraid to die, don't get in 
a boat. 

SHISHI
You're not afraid to die?

SABARAT
Go to sleep. 
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EXT. SEA – DAY

The sun is beginning to break through the clouds.

SABARAT
So far, Tahiti was my favorite.

SUMPIT
Because they gave you the dress?

SHISHI
What do we call Tahiti, sweet 
potato island, or susu island? The 
chief wanted to see your bubbies.

SUMPIT
You shoosh. It’s sweet potato 
island.

SHISHI
Shh!

Whale cries. 

SHISHI (CONT'D)
Whales. I think we're close!

SABARAT
Look!

SUPERIMPOSE: Pitcairn Island

KAMALIR
And that’s it, to the right. 
Shishi, get up the mast and take a 
look. Whale island, whales over to 
the east, birds everywhere. 
Remember all that for the trip 
back.

They get closer and scan the beaches. 

SABARAT
There’s no one there. That’s the 
first time.

SHISHI
We need to go ashore and find fresh 
water. Otherwise we’re in trouble, 
we may need to give up and go back.

SABARAT
We’re not going back!
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Two whales leap in the air and splash spectacularly, just 
close enough to cause ripples against the boat hulls. 

SABARAT (CONT'D)
Why on earth do they do that?

KAMALIR
You're a girl so I probably 
shouldn't tell you.

SABARAT
Tae tae! What?

KAMALIR
Those whales live in cold water. 
They only come down here for one 
thing, to make babies. 

SABARAT
This is them making with the -- how 
do they even make the baby?

KAMALIR
Just like people. 

The whales leap again, magnificently. 

SABARAT
When I make a baby with a boy it 
will be like that?

KAMALIR
Yes, exactly like that.

EXT. SEA – NIGHT

The four sailors feel ill. Water is short.

KAMALIR
Big part of the guild is knowing 
the weather. Back home, we know 
when the monsoons come. Out here, I 
have no idea. So you, when you’re 
on night watch, if the stars all 
start disappearing at once, wake me 
up, we secure for a storm.

SHISHI
We need to have that talk again.

KAMALIR
No we don’t.
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SHISHI
This is different. Before, there 
were always little islands along 
the way to the big ones. It was 
safer. Now it’s more than a week, 
nothing at all. Not even a stupid 
little ring of coral. 

Tension hangs in the air for a moment. 

SABARAT
Sumpit, run a stick through my hair 
and we can get some sleep.

He combs her disastrous hair carefully; they curl up in one 
of the hulls. She looks up.

SABARAT (CONT'D)
Birds, snake, diamonds, all in 
their right places, time to sleep.

EXT. SEA – DAY

Kamalir stands and watches birds overhead.

SHISHI
Come up, Sabarat, tell me what you 
see.

SABARAT
Birds.

SHISHI
You can do better.

SABARAT
Well, that’s the long-tail, he can 
fly forever, disappears down the 
south and then comes back.

SHISHI
That’s worthless, they can fly 
anywhere, he tells us nothing.

SABARAT
And that one – same thing. He’s a 
plover, he flies for days and days.

SHISHI
Keep going.
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SABARAT
Hey, there’s a tern! They fish 
during the day, and fly to land at 
night!

SHISHI
But only in large flocks. I only 
see two. Keep trying. Look over 
toward the sun but not into it.

SABARAT
I can barely see – the frigate 
bird!

KAMALIR
Good girl. Why do we care about the 
frigate bird?

SABARAT
They can fly a long way, but they 
can’t land on water so they like to 
be close to land. Look at his funny 
white chest!

SHISHI
Watch what he does. He watches for 
the big tuna. Big fish scares the 
little fish to the surface, and the 
frigate bird snaps them up.

Two frigate birds home in on splashing on the surface and 
dive; one is rewarded with a mouthful of unlucky fish. The 
other circles toward the boat; Kamalir leaves a snippet of 
raw fish at the end of a hull and the bird lands to snatch it 
up.

SHISHI (CONT'D)
This means our luck changes.
Look!

Birds of several varieties circle overhead. The frigate bird 
hops off of the boat and joins the mob.

KAMALIR
Shishi, turn us up, follow them!

An island slides into view with a small peak, 1660 feet.

SABARAT
This is it! Bird island!

SUPERIMPOSE: Easter Island
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SABARAT (CONT'D)
I can't believe it. We must be a 
thousand miles from the nearest 
land. What are these birds doing 
here? Why would they be crazy 
enough to come out here?

She looks around and sees Shishi looking at her, his arms 
upraised. 

SHISHI
YES! I said the same thing a 
thousand miles back, you threatened 
to feed me to the sharks! Why are 
we out here??

Everyone smiles. She crosses and kisses Shishi's face. 

SABARAT
Yes, I know, I'm crazy from the 
sun. But those potatoes had to come 
from somewhere. Some place in the 
east. 

SHISHI
You must really love those 
potatoes. 

EXT. BEACH – NIGHT

The crew rests in the sand. Sabarat nudges a turtle toward 
the surf, and grabs up some seashells, delighted. 

SHISHI
Second time now, an island with no 
people at all. This is a sign.

SABARAT
The people on Tahiti said there is 
one more place to go, the big one, 
where the potatoes came from. You 
don’t want to go to the end?

SHISHI
You do know that people die at sea. 
We are tempting the Blue Mother, 
every day.

SABARAT
I think we need to go anyway. The 
winter weather is coming, and we 
can’t spend it here, there’s 
nothing here, no people. 

(MORE)
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I think we need to find this big 
shore and ride out storm season 
there.

SHISHI
No one even knows how many boat-
days it is. If it’s even there.

SABARAT
But they said it’s so big we can’t 
miss it.

SHISHI
I believe it when I see it.

EXT. SEA – NIGHT

They lay in the sun, miserable.

SHISHI
The bladder and the pot are both 
empty?

KAMALIR
I can’t remember the last time I 
saw this many days with no rain.

SUMPIT
Got something in the net.

SABARAT
Another coconut?

KAMALIR
Or maybe another dead turtle. 
You’re bad luck.

SUMPIT
It’s a log. It’s not driftwood, 
it’s fresh. We’re close to 
something.

SABARAT
Which way is the current running?

KAMALIR
We may have to row it uphill.

SHISHI
We need rest.

SABARAT (CONT'D)
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EXT. SEA – DAY

The sun rises, but is soon beaten back by clouds.

SHISHI
Is that cloud cover?

SABARAT
Get the rain tarp, hurry!

They erect it and are soon rewarded with a downpour.

KAMALIR
Get the bladder, get the pot, drink 
until you bust!

They scramble to get the water. Sabarat laughs and yells.

SHISHI
We still don’t know where this 
magic shore is. How many days, ten, 
twenty?

Sumpit has a wiggler in his net. He reels it in, and finds a 
massive squid. Sabarat screams and runs to the mast, as if 
preparing to climb up.

SABARAT
Tae tae! It's a giant spider! Kill 
it! Kill it!

KAMALIR
What kind of sailor are you? Just 
for the big scream, I kick you out 
of the guild. 

SHISHI
It's a squid. Food for two days. 

SABARAT
I'm not eating that!

SUMPIT
You got the big balls, for sure. 

SABARAT
Oh shove it in your basket!

A wave wobbles the boat and Sabarat clings to the mast with a 
shriek. 
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EXT. SEA – DAY

The boat reaches the Chilean coast.

SUPERIMPOSE: South America. 

SHISHI
I must be losing my mind!

SUMPIT
No, I see it too!

SABARAT
It’s true! This must be bigger than 
the middle country back home!

KAMALIR
The current is running north, let’s 
just drift with it.

SABARAT
Look, sailors!

SUMPIT
Those aren’t sailors.

They are, in fact, soldiers with bows and arrows.

SABARAT
How far can they shoot?

SUMPIT
Let’s not find out. Take us out 
into the current, let’s find some 
happier people to meet.

Sabarat stares at the trees on the shoreline. 

SABARAT
Did you ever notice, when we sail 
to a new island, you can see the 
tops of the trees before you can 
see the beach under the tree?

KAMALIR
Of course. That's why we climb the 
mast to see the land. 

SABARAT
Don't you see what this means? It 
means the sea isn't flat. It's 
curved. 
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SUMPIT
What??

SABARAT
It means the world is round. 

KAMALIR
Uh oh --

SABARAT
That means if we go to this new 
island and cross to the other side, 
we can keep sailing around the 
world. We might even go to China, 
or back home. 

SHISHI
No! If we follow you, we end up on 
the moon!

EXT. SEA – NIGHT

Fires burn on the beach nearby. They hear laughing and 
singing.

SUMPIT
I like these people better than the 
boys with the arrows.

KAMALIR
Grab your oars.

They row in. There are a lot of people, as many as there were 
on Sabarat's home island. The Chileans notice them; one gives 
a shout. The locals wade into the water. A child screams.

SUMPIT
They must think they’re pirates, 
come up to attack their women. 

SHISHI
Sabarat?

SABARAT
Fine, I go first.

Sabarat wades to the beach, and suddenly begins crying. She 
kneels and grabs a handful of sand.

SABARAT (CONT'D)
It’s all real. We’re here. I bet 
this is where the potatoes come 
from.
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She sees a local woman and hugs her. The local woman pokes 
her in the chest.

WOMAN
Aaayyy! Susu!

SABARAT
Yes, I’m a girl.

WOMAN
Susu!

And the locals relax. Three of the men touch the boat with 
awe: JUKUMARI the Bear, a Chilean chief, and LAKA and KAWKI, 
Chilean sailors.

Jukumari and the Chilean sailors, holding torches, gesture to 
Kamalik to follow. All four of our crew follow.

KAMALIR
These people don’t talk like 
people. The words are different.
They look like people from China.

A short way down the beach, they come upon a Chilean raft. 
It’s a flimsy, ratty thing. It is clearly dangerous to sail 
on, no match for Kamalir’s craft. Sabarat walks over to it 
and lifts one end. She looks up in horror.

SABARAT
Oh my Blue Mother, they sail on 
that thing? A fast way to die!

Jukumari slaps a nearby tree, holds up two fingers, points to 
Kamalir’s boat, and then to Kamalir.

SHISHI
What does the tree have to do with 
–

SABARAT
He wants us to build a boat. You 
want a boat?

Kamalir points to two trees, then to his boat, then to 
Jukumari.

KAMALIR
Boat? You want boat?

Jukumari nods.
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KAMALIR (CONT'D)
Sabarat, Shishi. Can we build them 
a boat?

SABARAT
Yes!

Kamalir walks back to his boat, pats it, and points to 
Jukumari.

KAMALIR
We build you a boat.

Jukimari smiles and leads the two sailors, Laka and Kawki, to 
the boat. He points to them and then to the boat. Laka steps 
forward and points to himself.

LAKA
Laka.

Kamalir points.

KAMALIR
Listen and learn. Kamalir, Sabarat, 
Shishi, Sumpit. Tree, boat.

LAKA
Sabarat?

KAMALIR
Sabarat.

LAKA
Boat?

KAMALIR
Boat.

He pokes her stomach.

LAKA
Shek shek?

She makes a pregnant gesture with her hand.

SABARAT
No, no babies.

He waves his hands toward his face.

LAKA
Shek shek!
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SUMPIT
He doesn’t want to make a baby with 
you, he wants to give you food.

SABARAT
And then give me a baby.

LAKA
Shek shek!

They all return to the campfire and eat seal and octopus. An 
old man pulls a vicuna blanket from a woven basket and sits 
on a woven mat. A girl brings him a gourd. The old man points 
to Kamalir and girl offers Kamalir the gourd.

KAMALIR
This is liquor made from grain. 
They make it with rice in China. 
Sabarat, you only get one cup, 
you’re silly enough already.

SABARAT
Silly?

KAMALIR
One cup makes you silly, two makes 
you sick.

Soon she is singing the daya daya song, poorly.

Kamalir walks Laka to the boat and points.

KAMALIR (CONT'D)
No time like today. Boat.

LAKA
Boat.

KAMALIR
Hull.

LAKA
Hull.

KAMALIR
Sail.

LAKA
Sail.

The gourd girl looks at Shishi adoringly and gives him beer.
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EXT. BEACH – DAY

Chileans are building four boats exactly like Kamalir’s. 
Kamalir, Sabarat and Shishi supervise them. Even Sumpit is 
helping with the bits he knows, knots and so on.

The young girl with the gourd wants to join in but her mother 
holds her hand. She breaks free, runs to a boat, and picks up 
a rope. Shishi crosses to her and the girl grabs his hand. 
Shishi looks at Jukumari, who shrugs. Mother is furious.

EXT. SEA – DAY

All four of the new boats are at sea.

In one boat they practice rowing.

In the second, one sailor harpoons a fish while another pulls 
the fish in with a gaff.

In the third, sailors rig a rain tarp to catch water.

In the fourth, Sumpit enjoys finally being captain for a day.

SUMPIT
Just remember, you drop your oar, I 
make you swim for it!

Shishi teaches the gourd girl.

SHISHI
The snake will be to the north, the 
birds over there, the diamonds over 
there. You find north, you stick 
out your right hand, that’s the way 
home. For you, anyway. 

EXT. BEACH – NIGHT

Sabarat is telling the story of their trip. Laka is 
scratching out a map on a rock wall.

SABARAT
Jukumari, this is important. This 
is what you asked for.

LAKA
How you came here?
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SABARAT
Flower island, seven days by boat.
Penis Island, nine days but go 
south.

LAKA
Which island?

Sabarat pantomimes the penis gourds.

LAKA (CONT'D)
She wants to make baby?

SABARAT
The sailors there, they wear these 
– this is impossible.

Sumpit helpfully pulls out his koteka and straps it on. The 
Chileans make horrified noises.

SABARAT (CONT'D)
Penis island, after flower island.
Fiji nine days, back north, there 
are little islands to the east.

She sticks her finger on Laka’s wall at the right spot, and 
Laka begins scratching a mark there.

SABARAT (CONT'D)
Samoa seven days, big volcano, 
Silisili.
Sweet potato island, 15 days. 
Tahiti.
Whale island, 13 days.
Bird island, 13 days, nothing but 
water all around, find it or you 
die.
And twenty days to come here.
If you want to sail west, take the 
southern route across, better wind 
and sea.

She runs her finger across the wall right to left.

SABARAT (CONT'D)
Coming here, take the northern 
route.

JUKUMARI
I’m not good with numbers, how many 
boat days is that?
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SABARAT
It’s three moons, if you do nothing 
but sail. Really, you start at the 
end of the storm season in spring, 
you get to the last island in the 
fall, wait out monsoon season, and 
come back the next year.

JUKUMARI
If we don’t die.

SABARAT
That’s right. If you don’t die.

JUKUMARI
What happens if you keep going 
west?

SABARAT
The islands get bigger and more 
beautiful.

JUKUMARI
Then why didn’t you go that way?

SABARAT
We had to go east. Because they 
told me I couldn’t come out here, 
that there was nothing but water.

They walk to the beach, where a storm is brewing. 

JUKUMARI
One storm after another. 

SABARAT
Storm season will end soon. Then we 
see what the Blue Mother has 
waiting for us. 

EXT. BEACH – DAY

The gourd girl gives Sabarat some potatoes wrapped in cloth. 
Kamalir and Jukimari talk in a corner.

SABARAT
Potatoes. I have no idea how to 
grow them. 

GIRL
Keep them cool. You plant them, 
takes three four moons to grow.
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SABARAT
This will prove the guild back home 
was wrong, there are a thousand 
islands out here. If they don’t 
kill us first.

Shishi approaches.

SABARAT (CONT'D)
You give Shishi the potatoes. I 
know you like him. He wants to take 
them home and grow them. 

SHISHI
Sabarat, I'm not going home.

SABARAT
You’re not?

KAMALIR
No, he’s not.

SABARAT
Kamalir!...What happened?

KAMALIR
Sabarat. Sit.

SABARAT
No no no no.

KAMALIR
Sabarat. I am too old to make 
another trip like that one. I have 
already made more boat days than 
any man in the islands. I just 
can’t do it again.

SABARAT
And Shishi? It’s this girl, isn’t 
it?

KAMALIR
Clever girl.

Sabarat is stunned. She absorbs all this. And then she 
confronts Kamalir. 

SABARAT
Then I'm taking the boat. 

KAMALIR
What??
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SABARAT
If you're going to sit on the beach 
and make babies for the rest of 
your life, what do you need a boat 
for?

KAMALIR
Where will you go?

SABARAT
Everywhere. I keep sailing until we 
sink. 

KAMALIR
We? Who's we?

SABARAT
Ayya. Cannibal. You come with me.

She looks at him, hard. He smiles and nods. 

SUMPIT
Even if everybody wants to kill me, 
home is home. 

SABARAT
Who else? Jukumari? No, you're the 
king. Kawki?

KAWKI
My father has six sons. I'm the 
runt. I want to go to the ocean, 
see about all these lies you tell. 
Those crocodiles the size of a 
boat, you talk a lot of tae tae. 

SABARAT
Laka, you're my favorite sailor, 
you learn so fast. You're afraid. 

Laka looks away. 

SABARAT (CONT'D)
You come here. Look at me. By the 
time we get back to the west, you 
will be one of five men to cross 
the whole ocean. 

She puts her arm around him. 

LAKA
Five men, and you. 
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SABARAT
By the time we get home, all the 
girls in the islands will be 
pulling each other's hair out to 
get close to you. You can have any 
girl you want. You make babies on 
one island after another. 

LAKA
I like this plan. 

SABARAT
I thought so. 

LAKA
Any girl. Including you?

SABARAT
Watch yourself! I'm your captain 
now! 

LAKA
Sorry. 

She smiles. 

SABARAT
I am playing with you. Once we stop 
sailing, back home, you ask me 
again. 

LAKA
Sumpit will stab me in my sleep. 

He points at her. 

LAKA (CONT'D)
See, this is how I know your crazy 
story is true. 

SABARAT
What?

LAKA
Look at your arms. Your right one 
is dark than your left one. You've 
been sailing east for months. 
Always looking forward. 

She laughs. 
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SABARAT
You're right, I've been painted! 
The only way to fix it is to sail 
back home, turn the other arm. 

LAKA
If you survive the trip. 

She looks out at the sea. The waves look particularly angry. 

SABARAT
Oh my Great Blue Mother, what am I 
doing? Kamalir, me and the cannibal 
and the local boys, am I insane?

KAMALIR
You remember when we set sail? You 
and that murderer over there, you 
knew nothing. These boys are 
learning fast. 

SABARAT
But we had you the first time!

KAMALIR
Sumpit, you old cutthroat!

SUMPIT
What did I do?

KAMALIR
You take care of this girl, or the 
Blue Mother will feed you to the 
sharks. You do what she tells you. 
You understand? 

SUMPIT
Boat can have only one captain. I 
always want to stay on her sunny 
side. The Blue Mother couldn't have 
a punishment worse than be trapped 
in a boat with an angry girl. 

SABARAT
Angry? I'm as sweet as coconut 
milk. 

EXT. BEACH – DAY

Sabarat says goodbye to Jukumari, the gourd girl, and Shishi. 
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SABARAT
You silly boy, you kept moaning you 
wanted to go home. You almost 
missed the chance to meet that 
girl. 

SHISHI
And now I'm staying. Still can't 
believe it. 

Finally she sits by Kamalir. He puts his arm around her and 
she sobs.

SABARAT
Stupid old man.

KAMALIR
You know, you need to shed your 
skin now. 

SABARAT
What?

KAMALIR
You're not a child anymore. You 
can't gamble on which gecko is 
faster, you can't throw your life 
away. You're a captain now. Sumpit 
and the boys, you're their mother. 

SABARAT
So I must always be safe? If my job 
is to be safe, I never get in the 
water. 

KAMALIR
Of course you get back in the 
water. But I don’t think you should 
go all the way home, they’ll kill 
you. Pick one of the islands along 
the way, whichever one you like. Or 
you can stay.

SABARAT
I need to tell the people about the 
islands, the potatoes, the people, 
the birds.

KAMALIR
Go to the flower islands, then. And 
tell my story right.

SABARAT
So you’re the hero, then.
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KAMALIR
Found the great shore.

Sabarat, Sumpit, Laka and Kawki board the boat and push into 
the surf. Kamalir wipes his eyes and stands there until 
they’re over the horizon.

EXT. SEA – DAY

Sabarat, Sumpit and the Chilean boys scan the sea. Sabarat 
takes Sumpit's hand. She's laughing. 

SABARAT
We're lucky. The winds are carrying 
us so much faster on the trip back. 

SUMPIT
We’re too far south.

SABARAT
That’s right! We want to be sure we 
know which side of bird island 
we’re on, so we know which way to 
turn. Just like when we came. Laka, 
you okay up there?

LAKA
Fine and finer, but no birds yet.

SABARAT
I will come take your place when 
you get too tired.

SUMPIT
Sabarat –

SABARAT
I know, we need to talk again.

SUMPIT
We have a deal.

SABARAT
There can be only one captain. I’m 
a sailor, you’re still a cannibal.

SUMPIT
If I was a cannibal you’d be dead. 
Delicious. You’re the captain, but 
I decide when I leave. Your tribe 
will kill me.
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SABARAT
You would leave me with only two 
sailors?

SUMPIT
I leave when we reach the flower 
islands, you only have one more 
trip after that.

SABARAT
So you decided?

SUMPIT
No.

SABARAT
Why not?

SUMPIT
I want to go where you go.

SABARAT
I know.

SUMPIT
Always.

SABARAT
I know.

SUMPIT
Either your family will kill me or 
my family will kill you. And eat 
you.

SABARAT
Let’s not worry until we get there. 
There are a hundred ways to die 
between here and flower islands. 
Being happy is a choice, let’s be 
happy now.

SUMPIT
Laka, you know your stars now?

LAKA
Daya daya banua.
Galang galang sabarat.
Sular sular qamis lahud.
Layap layap bang timur.
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SABARAT
He’s trying to be nice. He can take 
the star signs tonight, and we can 
sleep in the hull.

LAKA
Sabarat! Birds!

SABARAT
Everybody man your oars. Starboard 
in reverse, turn us around, then 
move the sheet.

The sailors leap into action, and soon Easter Island is in 
view. Sabarat wipes her eyes.

SUMPIT
Blue Mother, I won’t talk any more 
love talk with you.

SABARAT
It’s not that. This island, bird 
island, it’s the one I didn’t think 
I could find. We made it.

SUMPIT
Still a lot of water ahead.

SABARAT
We actually have a chance now. 
We’re going home!

SUMPIT
Or going somewhere.

SABARAT
Somewhere.

EXT. SEA  - DAY

Half a dozen whales are surfacing ahead of the boat. 
Overhead, birds.

SABARAT
Laka! Look! You see?

LAKA
Like I said, whales and birds. 

SABARAT
So what do we do?
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LAKA
Follow them to whale island, don’t 
get crushed by the whales.

SABARAT
Good boy. When we get there, load 
the bladder and the pot with water. 
You miss home?

LAKA
Yes.

SABARAT
But you want to keep going.

LAKA
I promised you. And next is Tahiti?

SABARAT
Yes. I think we go north now.

LAKA
No no no no! Chain of islands runs 
like this, we sail in from the 
south, so we don’t miss it. How can 
you -- 

He sees that Sabarat is smiling. 

LAKA (CONT'D)
That's not funny! You were trying 
to trick me!

SABARAT
You are right, we attack from the 
south. 

LAKA
Then why do you say north?

SUMPIT
She was testing you. 

SABARAT
See? You disagree with me, but you 
show respect. One big job for a 
captain, is making new captains. 

LAKA
Captain? Me?
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SABARAT
Tomorrow, Sumpit, you are captain. 
Day after that, Laka, and then 
Kawki. You have a question, ask me. 
Just remember, you foul up, we all 
die. 

SUMPIT
You sure?

SABARAT
We’re making good time, we have 
following winds down here, easier 
than when we came. Then -- Blue 
Mother!

LAKA
What?

SABARAT
Tahiti, the chief. He's going to 
make me take off my dress again. 

LAKA
What?

SABARAT
Every island is a little different. 

LAKA
I think you should not feel bad 
about the old captain, Kamalir.

SABARAT
I do feel bad.

LAKA
We’ve been out here a month, we’re 
not even halfway. Eating raw fish 
every day.

SABARAT
We get potatoes on Tahiti, thanks 
to your people.

LAKA
It’s a hard life. That man Kamalir. 
I think when a sailor sails enough, 
he just wants to put his feet on 
dry land and stay there. And be 
with his people. And sleep with his 
woman. You get lonely?
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SABARAT
Yes.

EXT. CLEARING - NIGHT

The crew meet Anavai on Tahiti. 

ANAVAI
Hard times for the people. Manu, 
the chief, got sick. Died two moons 
past. 

Pajay approaches with a baby. 

ANAVAI (CONT'D)
He finally stopped the fighting 
between the families, made peace on 
the island, new wife, new baby. 

PAJAY
Now he sleeps with the Blue Mother. 

SABARAT
What happens to you, girl? The 
baby?

ANAVAI
I don't know. We don't even have a 
chief now. 

SABARAT
Pajay. Have you ever been to sea?

PAJAY
What? Yes, I can row, I can fish. 
But I have a baby. 

SABARAT
In fifteen days, we come to Samoa. 
The chief there has no wife.

PAJAY
Leave Tahiti?

SABARAT
He's a good chief. He offered two 
pigs to buy a ratty old sailor like 
me. For you he would give his whole 
island. 

PAJAY
And the baby?
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SABARAT
Chief wants to know his wife can 
make babies. Bring baby along. 

PAJAY
What if he doesn't like me?

SABARAT
You can come with us. Long journey, 
but many islands along the way. 

PAJAY
Anavai, this is good?

ANAVAI
I'm no chief, just a sailor. This 
whole island is under a curse now. 
You go and find better luck, I 
think. 

SABARAT
Boys, this is not captain business. 
We take girl to Samoa, yes or no?

Sumpit and the Chileans look at each other. 

SUMPIT
I think she's easier to deal with 
than you. You can feed baby?

Pajay reaches for her chest. 

SUMPIT (CONT'D)
No no no no! I just ask! 

PAJAY 
(smiles)

Leave the baby to me, he will be 
fine.

EXT. SEA - DAY

The crew rows. Pajay swaps diapers on the baby. 

SABARAT
Here, give me the rotten one, I 
rinse it in the water. 

PAJAY
Everyone tells me to make babies, 
they don't warn you about the tae 
tae. Oh my Blue Mother! 
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Sumpit looks at the baby and smiles. Sabarat sees him and 
smiles at him. He pokes the wiggling baby's chest. 

SUMPIT
Semay semay chow chow chow chow!

SABARAT
Big scary cannibal man. 

SUMPIT
You shush. 

EXT. BEACH - DAY

The crew, Pajay and baby walk down the beach to Shankut, 
surrounded by locals. 

PAJAY
He looks angry.

SABARAT
He's sad. He misses his wife.

PAJAY
He doesn't want me then. 

Shankut rises and the crowd parts for him. He crosses to the 
visitors. With a deadpan look, he reaches for the baby. 
Nervously, Pajay hands him over. Shankut begins to sing to 
the baby. 

SHANKUT
Manu manu bok bok bok
Qayam qayam chok chok chok

The baby approves. Sabarat begins to smile, takes Pajay's 
hand. 

PAJAY
He wants the baby, does he want me?

SABARAT
Great Shankut. This is Pajay, wife 
of the chief. She lost her husband 
to the Blue Mother. She has heard 
of your magnificence and your -

SHANKUT
Oh stop. I listen to that nonsense 
all day. 

He takes a good look at the girl for the first time. He puts 
a finger under her chin. Tears form in his eyes. 
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SHANKUT (CONT'D)
My Blue Mother. A man cannot have 
this kind of luck twice. 

LAKA
She can fish too!

SABARAT
Laka!

SHANKUT
So how many pigs do the Tahiti 
people -

SABARAT 
Save your pigs. She's not for sale. 
To marry her, you must make her say 
yes to you.  

SHANKUT
I never had to win a woman that 
way. I don't know whether she likes 
what she sees. 

PAJAY
Are you gentle?

SHANKUT
Yes. 

PAJAY
You want many children?

SHANKUT
All you want. You have the hard 
part. 

Pajay looks at Sabarat and then at Shankut. She smiles. 

PAJAY
If the baby likes you, so do I. 

She stands on tiptoe and kisses him. Then she hugs Sabarat. 

PAJAY (CONT'D)
Thank you. For everything.

EXT. CLEARING - NIGHT

They have landed at New Caledonia - penis island. All the 
local men wear their gourds. 
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LAKA
I thought you were making a joke. 

Sular arrives with two gourds and hands one to Sabarat. 

SABARAT
Shove it in your basket, you don't 
fool me again!

Sular hands the gourds to Laka and Kawki and they put them 
on. 

LAKA
Will the girls on your island like 
these?

SABARAT
Blue Mother, don't even talk to me. 

EXT. CLEARING - NIGHT

The crew and the locals have a feast. 

SABARAT
Pork! Pig pig pig! And a real 
vegetable!

EXT. SEA – NIGHT

The four sailors see activity on the shore of an island. 

SABARAT
I can see their fires.

SUMPIT
Flower island. I can stay here and 
not see you again, or go home and 
be sacrificed. You could come to 
flower island with me, you know.

SABARAT
I need to go home and tell the 
people.

SUMPIT
They could kill you too. Stealing a 
boat, they sacrifice you, you said 
so. I’m not leaving you.

She grasps his hand.
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SABARAT
Laka, you could stay on flower 
island too. There might be trouble 
back home.

LAKA
I go where you go. You hear a 
story, you always stay until the 
end. 

EXT. BEACH – DAY

Sabarat, Sumpit and the two Chileans sail past Sabarat’s old 
village. It is deserted.

SABARAT
What happened? Where is everybody? 

SUMPIT
And where are all the trees?

SABARAT
Let’s follow the current up the 
coast.

An hour later, they see people on the beach and sail closer 
to shore.

SUMPIT
That’s close enough. They don’t 
have bows but they have spears.

SABARAT
Heya, you know where Kamalir’s 
people are?

MAN
Kamalir?

SABARAT
His people.

MAN
They moved up the coast, that way, 
not far.

SABARAT
Grab your oars, we’re almost there. 

SUMPIT
Wherever that is.
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They keep sailing, until they find a beach with some familiar 
faces. Neknek is there.

SABARAT
Portside reverse, we’re going in!

They land and Sabarat hops out. Neknek is too shocked to cry.

NEKNEK
Where are Kamalir and Shishi?

SABARAT
They stayed on the long shore.

NEKNEK
They died?

SABARAT
No, it’s a real place! I’ve got so 
much to tell you!

Some sailors see Sumpit, and one grabs a knife.

SABARAT (CONT'D)
You boys leave him alone. We’re 
going to talk to the enemy. What 
happened to the old village?

NEKNEK
Rats. They ruin the forest, so no 
birds to eat, no trees to make 
boats, no fish. We came up here to 
find more trees, but we have too 
many people and not enough food. 
And we’re still fighting with the 
hill warriors. So which side are 
you on, boy?

SABARAT
Sumpit, come with me, bring some 
potatoes. Bring that old sailor 
too.

More sailors arrive.

INT. BAMBOO CAGE – NIGHT

All four of Sabarat's crew are back in the cage. 

SUMPIT
Does this mean we need to escape 
all over again?
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LAKA
Why are we here? Is there some rule 
we broke?

SABARAT
You have no idea. You two, they 
will probably let you go. 

SUMPIT
Maybe we should have done what you 
said. Go to potato land, keep going 
east to China. 

She laughs and squeezes his hand. 

SABARAT
We'll make a sailor of you yet. You 
know, all this time at sea, I feel 
a little dizzy on land. I miss 
bouncing up and down on the waves. 

SUMPIT
Try to get some sleep. Who knows 
what happens tomorrow. 

EXT. HILLTOP – DAY

Sabarat, Sumpit, the old sailor climb up and find a hilltop 
ringed with armed warriors.

SABARAT
I’ve been gone a year, and all you 
people did was make things worse.

MATSA
It was the rats.

SABARAT
It was not the rats. First, we need 
to eat. These are kumara, potatoes. 
They are so easy, a monkey could 
grow them. Keep planting them in 
good soil, get a crop in four 
months, then plant some more.

MATSA
I don’t believe you.

SABARAT
Talk to me in four months. Next, 
you, old man, you’re going to let 
me into the guild. 

(MORE)
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I've sailed farther than you ever 
have in your life. 

MATSA
What?

SABARAT
And you’re going to let some boys 
from the hill people sail too.

MATSA
We have laws.

SABARAT
We also have starving people. You 
have the fish, they have spears and 
arrows, they just come and take the 
food.

SUMPIT
You hoard all the food, you create 
thieves, old man.

SABARAT
Next, we start bringing trees from 
the hill down to the shore, we make 
more boats. We have too many 
people. We’re taking a whole 
village east, to the new islands. 
People can choose, stay or go.

MATSA
I don’t believe you.

SABARAT
I teach you the island song – 
flower island, penis island, Fiji, 
Samoa --

MATSA
That’s guild business!

SABARAT
The guild didn't even know those 
islands were there! Over and over 
you said there was nothing out 
there but water! I found them. 
Maybe I should keep it a secret 
from you! 

A shocked silence. 

SABARAT (CONT'D)
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OLD WARRIOR
Why are we here? She broke every 
law we have --

SABARAT
There is one person in all these 
islands who can give you a map that 
leads you all the way to the great 
shore. And that's me. You will do 
as I say, or you get nothing. 

OLD WARRIOR
I think half her story is fireside 
nonsense. Bird islands, this great 
country to the east --

LAKA
It's true, I was there. 

OLD WARRIOR
Who is this boy? He doesn't belong 
here. 

LAKA
I saw every bit of it. We left the 
great shore, the bird island and 
whale island. We took the Tahiti 
girl to marry the chief of Samoa. 

KAWKI
I was there. For all of it. Are all 
four of us lying?

LAKA
I tell you something else. I have 
been fishing since I could walk. 
This girl, Sabarat? Who else has 
been to sea for fifteen thousands 
of miles, a hundred fifty boat 
days? Who but her? Fighting sharks, 
fighting storms, always afraid of 
her own sailors? I have never seen 
a better boat captain. 

Sabarat has tears in her eyes. 

SABARAT
Next, the war stops, the people 
marry each other, the sailors and 
the hill people. That will keep the 
peace.
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MATSA
Marriage? Who goes first? It 
violates our laws.

SABARAT
I will go first. But the chiefs 
don’t pick the man, I do.

MATSA
But how do we –

SABARAT
Sshhh. I’m waiting....Sumpit, are 
you paying attention?

SUMPIT
I didn’t realize you wanted me to 
speak.

She crosses to him, still speaking to the entire crowd. 

SABARAT
I’m not your captain anymore.

SUMPIT
Seems like it.

SABARAT
I think marrying a man is a journey 
like any other. For a year I shared 
a boat with the cannibal. Not once 
did he try to have me for dinner. 
Tonight, you put a baby in me. As 
soon as we know we have the baby 
started, you take the ships to the 
eastern islands.

SUMPIT
Which one?

SABARAT
You’re the captain, you pick.

SUMPIT
Blue Mother.

SABARAT
And then at the end of the year, 
you come home to me, give the baby 
a little brother. I stay here and 
teach sailors and get fat. 

He pulls her aside; they speak privately. 
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SUMPIT
So you were serious.

SABARAT
You said you ate my mother but I 
didn’t really believe you. You 
haven’t said yes.

SUMPIT
We need ash soap. Take a bath. Me 
first and then you.

SABARAT
We could do it together. You can't 
leave until we know I am pregnant, 
so get to work.

SUMPIT
The sacrifices I give, to make 
peace in the land. Let's make a 
baby. 

He turns to the others. 

SUMPIT (CONT'D)
Answer's yes!

Cheers. 

EXT. BEACH – NIGHT

A small, happy wedding, little food but lots of singing. 
Sumpit brings out his penis gourd and shows it to the hill 
warriors, until Neknek walks over and swats him on the head.

The two communities, sailors and hill people, congregate into 
a circle, and women begin to clap and sing. The two 
communities watch each other warily: it's the Jets and the 
Sharks at the dance. Sumpit breaks the ice. 

SUMPIT
Come on boys, let's show these 
fishmongers some real dancing. 

The hill boys cut loose. The sailors join in, rather 
inexpertly. Gradually everyone begins to loosen up. 

Sabarat approaches Laka. 

SABARAT
This bothers you, that I marry the 
cannibal. 
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He smiles and holds two fingers an inch apart. 

LAKA
A little bit. 

She kisses him sweetly. 

SABARAT
I am your captain, I need you to do 
your job. Look at all those girls. 
So many of them go after your jojo, 
you walk like a crab for a week. 
Enjoy it! You're a great hero. 
You're my hero too. 

Matsa and the hill chief eat fish by a fire. Neknek shoos 
Sabarat and Sumpit into the woods.

NEKNEK
Go make baby!

Neknek sits, leans against a tree with a piece of fish, and 
begins singing the daya daya song. She sees Matsa. 

NEKNEK (CONT'D)
Hey, when the dancing starts, you 
and me go dancing. 

MATSA
I don't know how. 

NEKNEK
And by dancing I don't mean 
dancing. 

MATSA
I don't remember how. 

NEKNEK
You lie like a pig trader. 
Midnight, meet me on the beach, I 
bring ash soap, we take bath. You 
have that sour look on your face 
all day, never seen a man who 
needed a bath so bad. 

MATSA
I could do with a bath. 

NEKNEK
Me too. 
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EXT. BEACH – DAY

Twenty boats are just offshore, loaded with natives from 
Sabarat’s old village and the hill people. The boats are much 
bigger, and they carry livestock and plants. Sumpit stands 
with Sabarat on the beach.

SABARAT
You promise me, you only do one 
trip to the great shore?

SUMPIT
Yes.

SABARAT
And when this baby is born, we make 
another one?

SUMPIT
Yes.

SABARAT
And we teach more sailors?

SUMPIT
Maybe we take a little trip now and 
then.

SABARAT
I’d like to see China.

SUMPIT
We’ll take the children.

EXT. SEA – DAY

Sumpit, on the deck of a boat, leads the flotilla eastward.

SUMPIT
We’ve got the current, east south 
east!

EXT BEACH – NIGHT

Sabarat is doing the daya daya song, extremely pregnant. 
Matsa is appalled.

SABARAT
Don’t you worry, old man, I have 
your old secret song, but we’ll 
have a new song soon.
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MATSA
So you say.

SABARAT
We need a song to map the way to 
China. To the Mekong, to Java, to 
the kangaroo island.

MATSA
You want to go west?

SABARAT
I’ve been on the beach too long.

MATSA
You want to give birth to your baby 
at sea?

SABARAT
I would if I could! The sea is my 
home!

MATSA
You're crazy from the sun. 

SABARAT
I'm crazy from making a baby. 

FADE OUT.

THE END. 
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